
 

PEARL EXPORT EXX705NBR 20" SMOKEY CHROME - W/SET PIATTIO by
SABIAN SBR  

1.089,00 € tax included  
Reference: PEEXX705NBRC21

PEARL EXX705 EXPORT #21 SMOKEY CHROME
W/CYMBAL 

Introducing the best selling drumset of all time... Export Series returns. Export Series now incorporates Pearl’s S.S.T. Superior Shell
Technology, Opti-Loc tom mounts, all-new 830 Series Hardware with a P-930 Demonator Pedal, and a choice of five amazing stocking
finishes.

Lugs
Further emphasizing Pearl’s “sound first” philosophy are the new lugs specifically designed for Export with sound-enhancement in
mind. Designed for minimal shell interaction, they have a small footprint and low-mass for maximum resonance and sustain. Their bold
look is modern but with a nod to lugs from Pearl’s past.

Opti-Loc Mounting System
Export rack toms are equipped with Pearl’s new Opti-Loc Mounting System that features a triangular design with two tension rod
attachment points and another through one of the drum’s two air vents. Rubber isolators at all connection points allow the drums to
vibrate freely for maximum sustain and resonance while providing absolute and wobble-free performance. Opti-Loc Suspension Tom
Holder

Shells
Let’s face it, most entry-level drum sets are plain vanilla with no regard to sound. But not Export. Taking its cue from Pearl’s award-
winning Reference Series, the new Export puts sound first by blending premium Poplar and rich Asian Mahogany for an incredibly lush
and full-bodied tone. Experience the new reference standard in its class…experience Export!

Pearl’s Export Series offers a sonically advanced recipe of strategically arranged plies of premium wood to maximize frequency
response of every component. As with all Pearl drums, each shell is formed from our legendary SST construction process that uses
extreme heat, Precision-cut scarf joints, our proprietary Acoustiglue and over 1000lbs of hydraulic pressure to create the ultimate
acoustic air chamber.

Snare
The Snare drums feature 6-ply 7.5mm Mahogany/Poplar Shells with matching finishes. The snares come with REMO snare batter side
heads.
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Configuration
Bass Drum 20” x 16”
Toms 10” x 7” – 12” x 8”
Floortom 14” x 14”
Snare 14” x 5.5”

Included

Pearl HWP-830 Hardware Pack
Contains 1 x BC-830 Cymbal Boom Stand
1 x C-830 Straight Cymbal Stand
1 x S-830 Snare Drum Stand
1 x H-830 Hi-hat Stand
1 x P-930 Demonator Bass Drum Pedal
2 x TH-701 Tom Holder

Sabian SBR cymbalpack
Contains 1 x 20” Ride
1 x 16” Crash
1 x 14” Hi-hat

Picture may show different sizes.
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